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Recap:	Decision	Stumps	
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6.1 From Decision Stumps... to Decision Trees

Recall the definition of a decision stump back in subsection 2.1.2, and imagine
we have the following 1-dimensional problem.

10 # #20 # #30 # #40 # #50 # #60#

10.5#
14.1#
17.0#
21.0#
23.2#

27.1#
30.1#
42.0#
47.0#
57.3#
59.9#

x >θ ?

yes#no#
ŷ = 0 ŷ =1

x > 25 ?

yes#no#

x >16 ? x > 50 ?

no# yes#

ŷ = 0 ŷ =1

no# yes#

ŷ = 0 ŷ =1

The red crosses are label y = 1, and blue dots y = 0. With this non-linearly
separable data, we decide to fit a decision stump. Our model has the form:

if x > t then ŷ = 1 else ŷ = 0 (6.1)

SELF-TEST
Where is an optimal decision stump threshold for
the data and model above? Draw it into the dia-
gram above. Hint: you should find that it has a
classification error rate of about 0.364.

If you locate the optimal threshold for this model, you will notice that it com-
mits some errors, and as we know this is because it is a non-linearly separable
problem. A way of visualising the errors is to remember the stump splits theSPLITTING THE

DATA data in two, as shown below. On the left ‘branch’, we predict ŷ = 0, and on the
right, ŷ = 1.
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Figure 6.1: The decision stump splits the data.

However, if we choose a di↵erent threshold of t = 50, and use a stump that
makes the decision the opposite way round, i.e. if x > t then ŷ = 0 else ŷ = 1,
then this stump will have a better minimum error, that is 0.273. This, combined

Q.	Where	is	a	good	threshold?	
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From	Decision	Stumps,	to	Decision	Trees	

	
-  New	type	of	non-linear	model	

-  Copes	naturally	with	conJnuous	and	categorical	data	

-  Fast	to	both	train	and	test	(highly	parallelizable)	

-  Generates	a	set	of		interpretable	rules	



Recap:	Decision	Stumps	
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The	stump	“splits”	the	dataset.	
	
Here	we	have	4	classifica8on	errors.	
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A	modified	stump	
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Here	we	have	3	classifica8on	errors.	
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Recursion…	
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x > 25 ?
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Just	another	
dataset!	

	
Build	a	stump!	

x >16 ?

no	 yes	

ŷ = 0ŷ =1

x > 50 ?

no	 yes	

ŷ =1 ŷ = 0



Decision	Trees	=	nested	rules	

x > 25 ?

yes	no	

x >16 ? x > 50 ?

no	 yes	

ŷ = 0ŷ =1

no	 yes	

ŷ = 0ŷ =1
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if x>25 then
if x>50 then y=0 else y=1; endif

else
if x>16 then y=0 else y=1; endif

endif



Here’s	one	I	made	earlier…..	



	
	‘pop’	is	the	number	of	training	points	that	arrived	at	that	node.	
		
	‘err’	is	the	fracJon	of	those	examples	incorrectly	classified.		



Increasing	the	maximum	depth	(10)	
Decreasing	the	minimum	number	of	examples	required	to	make	a	split	(5)	



’Overfitting’ a tree

I The number of possible paths tells you the number of rules.

I More rules = more complicated.

I We could have N rules where N is the size of the dataset.
This would mean no generalisation outside of the training
data, or the tree is overfitted

Overfitting = fine tuning



tree	depth	

tesJng		
error	

optimal depth about here

1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 		7 	8 	9	

starting to overfit

Overfi_ng….	
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Just as a decision stump is a rule, a decision tree is a nested set of rules. The
one above can be written as:

if x > 25 then
if x > 50 then ŷ = 1; else ŷ = 0; endif

else
if x > 16 then ŷ = 1; else ŷ = 0; endif

endif

As you might expect at this point, a learning algorithm to construct this tree
automatically from the data will be a recursive algorithm. If you are out of
practice with the concept of recursion, I suggest you revisit your old computer
science books, as it will not be covered on this module.

The algorithm, below, is called with buildTree(subsample, maxdepth),
where subsample is the dataset (feature and labels), and maxdepth is the max-
imum allowable depth that you want the tree to grow to. The base case termi-TREE DEPTH

nates the algorithm when this depth is reached. The algorithm therefore returns
a tree with maximum depth less than or equal to this.

Decision Tree Learning Algorithm (sometimes called “ID3”)

1: function buildTree( subsample, depth )
2:

3: //BASE CASE:
4: if (depth == 0) OR (all examples have same label) then
5: return most common label in the subsample
6: end if
7:

8: //RECURSIVE CASE:
9: for each feature do

10: Try splitting the data (i.e. build a decision stump)
11: Calculate the cost for this stump
12: end for
13: Pick feature with minimum cost
14:

15: Find left/right subsamples
16: Add left branch  buildTree( leftSubSample, depth� 1 )
17: Add right branch  buildTree( rightSubSample, depth� 1 )
18:

19: return tree
20:

21: end function



A	liEle	break.	

Talk	to	your	neighbours.	
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We’ve	been	assuming	conHnuous	variables!	

8 CHAPTER 2. GEOMETRIC MODELS I: LINEAR MODELS

2.1 Building & Evaluating a ‘model’ of the data

Machine Learning is concerned with creating and using mathematical data
structures that allow us to make predictions about the data. The data struc-
tures we use (known as “models”) are expressed in various forms, e.g. trees,
graphs, algebraic equations, and probability distributions. The empha-
sis is on constructing these models automatically from the data—this automatic
construction is referred to as learning. We will now meet the first of these, which
are all known as linear models. This, like most of machine learning, will in-LINEAR MODEL

volve some mathematics, specifically this section will require some geometry
and a little calculus, so you may like to revise some old textbooks. Before we
get into that, we need a problem to solve with our learning algorithms.

2.1.1 The Problem to Solve

Imagine you are working for a local rugby club. Your task is to make a computer
system that can distinguish between rugby players, and the ballet dancers who
work next door, occasionally trying to sneak into the rugby club changing rooms.
One option here is to meticulously code an algorithm that could in some way
distinguish between these two types of people. However, this might not be
stable to small changes in the people, such as if a rugby player grows a beard,
or the ballet dancer gains some weight. Instead, we will have a machine learning
algorithm learn the general patterns that distinguish these people, from a set of
examples that we will provide to it. Your employer provides a datafile, a sample
of which is shown in below.

x1, x2, y (label)

98.79, 157.59, 1

93.64, 138.79, 1

42.89, 171.89, 0

. . .

. . .

87.91, 142.65, 1

97.92, 162.12, 1

47.63, 182.26, 0

92.72, 154.50, 1
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Figure 2.1: The rugby-ballet problem. The raw data is on the left, showing the
two features x

1

: the person’s weight in kilograms, and x
2

: the person’s height
in centimetres. It also shows the label y, which here is either 1 or 0. The
scatterplot on the right shows us a slightly nicer way to visualise the data. The
rugby players (y = 1) are red crosses. The ballet dancers (y = 0) are blue dots.

The data on the left is clearly in a ‘spreadsheet’ form, and a little di�cult to
understand, but we’ve scatter plotted it on the right, to see it in a di↵erent way.10 	 	20 	 	30 	 	40 	 	50 	 	60	



The	Tennis	Problem	

The Tennis Problem
Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind Play Tennis?

1 Sunny Hot High Weak No
2 Sunny Hot High Strong No
3 Overcast Hot High Weak Yes
4 Rain Mild High Weak Yes
5 Rain Cool Normal Weak Yes
6 Rain Cool Normal Strong No
7 Overcast Cool Normal Strong Yes
8 Sunny Mild High Weak No
9 Sunny Cool Normal Weak Yes
10 Rain Mild Normal Weak Yes
11 Sunny Mild Normal Strong Yes
12 Overcast Mild High Strong Yes
13 Overcast Hot Normal Weak Yes
14 Rain Mild High Strong No

Note: 9 examples say ’yes’, 5 examples say ’no’.



Outlook	

Humidity	

HIGH	

RAIN	SUNNY	
OVERCAST	

NO	

Wind	

YES	

WEAK	STRONG	

NO	

NORMAL	

YES	

YES	

6.3. DEALING WITH CATEGORICAL DATA 75

Once again, an answer for any given example is found by following a path
down the tree, answering questions as you go. Each path down the tree encodes
an if-then rule. The full ruleset for this tree is:

if ( Outlook==sunny AND Humidity==high ) then NO
if ( Outlook==sunny AND Humidity==normal ) then YES
if ( Outlook==overcast ) then YES
if ( Outlook==rain AND Wind==strong ) then NO
if ( Outlook==rain AND Wind==weak ) then YES

Notice that this tree (or equivalently, the ruleset) can correctly classify every
example in the training data. This tree is our model, or, seen in another light,
the set of rules is our model. These viewpoints are equivalent. The tree was
constructed automatically (learnt) from the data, just as the parameters of our
linear models in previous chapters were learnt from algorithms working on the
data. Notice also that the model deals with scenarios that were not present in
the training data – for example the model will also give a correct response if we
had a completely never-before-seen situation like this:

Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind Play Tennis?
Overcast Mild High Weak Yes

The tree can therefore deal with data points that were not in the training data.
If you remember from earlier chapters, this means the tree has good generalisa-
tion accuracy, or equivalently, it has not overfitted.

Let’s consider another possible tree, shown in figure 6.5. If you check, this
tree also correctly classifies every example in the training data. However, the
testing datapoint “overcast/mild/high/weak”, receives a classification of ‘NO’.
Whereas, in fact, as we just saw, the correct answer is YES. This decision tree
made an incorrect prediction because it was overfitted to the training data. OVERFITTING

As you will remember, we can never tell for sure whether a model is overfitted
until it is evaluated on some testing data. However, with decision trees, a strong
indicator that they are overfitted is that they are very deep, that is the rules
are very fine-tuned to conditions and sub-conditions that may just be irrelevant
facts. The smaller tree just made a simple check that the outlook was overcast,
whereas the deeper tree expanded far beyond this simple rule.

SELF-TEST
What prediction will the tree in figure 6.5 give for
this testing datapoint?

Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind
Sunny Mild High Strong
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The	Tennis	Problem	

The Tennis Problem
Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind Play Tennis?

1 Sunny Hot High Weak No
2 Sunny Hot High Strong No
3 Overcast Hot High Weak Yes
4 Rain Mild High Weak Yes
5 Rain Cool Normal Weak Yes
6 Rain Cool Normal Strong No
7 Overcast Cool Normal Strong Yes
8 Sunny Mild High Weak No
9 Sunny Cool Normal Weak Yes
10 Rain Mild Normal Weak Yes
11 Sunny Mild Normal Strong Yes
12 Overcast Mild High Strong Yes
13 Overcast Hot Normal Weak Yes
14 Rain Mild High Strong No

Note: 9 examples say ’yes’, 5 examples say ’no’.Note:	9	examples	say	“YES”,	while	5	say	“NO”.	



ParJJoning	the	data…	

Example: partitioning data by “wind” feature

Outlook Temp Humid Wind Play?
2 Sunny Hot High Strong No
6 Rain Cool Normal Strong No
7 Overcast Cool Normal Strong Yes
11 Sunny Mild Normal Strong Yes
12 Overcast Mild High Strong Yes
14 Rain Mild High Strong No

3 examples say yes, 3 say no.

Outlook Temp Humid Wind Play?
1 Sunny Hot High Weak No
3 Overcast Hot High Weak Yes
4 Rain Mild High Weak Yes
5 Rain Cool Normal Weak Yes
8 Sunny Mild High Weak No
9 Sunny Cool Normal Weak Yes
10 Rain Mild Normal Weak Yes
13 Overcast Hot Normal Weak Yes

6 examples say yes, 2 examples say no.

The Tennis Problem
Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind Play Tennis?

1 Sunny Hot High Weak No
2 Sunny Hot High Strong No
3 Overcast Hot High Weak Yes
4 Rain Mild High Weak Yes
5 Rain Cool Normal Weak Yes
6 Rain Cool Normal Strong No
7 Overcast Cool Normal Strong Yes
8 Sunny Mild High Weak No
9 Sunny Cool Normal Weak Yes
10 Rain Mild Normal Weak Yes
11 Sunny Mild Normal Strong Yes
12 Overcast Mild High Strong Yes
13 Overcast Hot Normal Weak Yes
14 Rain Mild High Strong No

Note: 9 examples say ’yes’, 5 examples say ’no’.



Thinking in Probabilities...

Before the split : 9 ’yes’, 5 ’no’, ......... p(0yes 0) = 9
14 ⇡ 0.64

On the left branch : 3 ’yes’, 3 ’no’, ....... p(0yes 0) = 3
6 = 0.5

On the right branch : 6 ’yes’, 2 ’no’, ...... p(0yes 0) = 6
8 = 0.75

Remember... p(0no 0) = 1� p(0yes 0)

Thinking	in	ProbabiliJes…	



The	“InformaJon”	in	a	feature	
The ‘Information’ contained in a variable - Entropy

More uncertainty = Less information

H(X ) = 1.0H(X)	=	1	

More	uncertainty	=	less	informaJon	



The	“InformaJon”	in	a	feature	

H(X)	=	0.72193	

Less	uncertainty	=	more	informaJon	
The ‘Information’ contained in a variable - Entropy

Lower uncertainty = More information

H(X ) = 0.72193



Entropy	
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Entropy - a measure of information

Think of a coin flip. How “random” is a coin flip? One might say a fair coin,
equally balanced for heads/tails, would be “completely” random. On the other
hand, a biased coin, that is one that would come up more often as tails than as
heads, is “less random”.

One might imagine, that if we learnt that the distribution was biased, we
have more information, that is with less randomness, we got more information.
And conversely, when we know nothing at all about the coin, we must presume
it is completely random, so with more randomness, we have less information.
The entropy is a mathematical expression for quantifying this randomness. The
entropy of a variable X is given by.

H(X) = �
X

x2X

p(x) log p(x) (6.2)

where the sum is over all possible states that the variable X could possibly take.
The log is base 2, giving us units of measurement ’bits’. In the coin example,
we have:

H(X) = �
⇣

p(head) log p(head) + p(tail) log p(tail)
⌘

= �
⇣

0.5 log 0.5 + 0.5 log 0.5
⌘

= �
⇣

(�0.5) + (�0.5)
⌘

= 1

So the entropy, or the “amount of randomness”, is 1 bit. Try to work it out
below, for the biased coin.
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Entropy

The amount of randomness in a variable X is called the ’entropy’.

H(X ) = �
X

i

p(xi ) log p(xi ) (1)

The log is base 2, giving us units of measurement ’bits’.



CalculaJng	Entropy	
Reducing Entropy = Maximise Information Gain

The variable of interest is “T” (for tennis), taking on ’yes’ or ’no’
values. Before the split : 9 ’yes’, 5 ’no’, .........
p(0yes 0) = 9

14 ⇡ 0.64

In the whole dataset, the entropy is:

H(T ) = �
X

i

p(xi ) log p(xi )

= �
n 5

14
log

5

14
+

9

14
log

9

14

o

= 0.94029

H(T ) is the entropy before we split.

See worked example in the supporting material.



InformaJon	Gain,	also	known	as	“Mutual	InformaJon”	
Reducing Entropy = Maximise Information Gain

H(T ) is the entropy before we split.

H(T |W = strong) is the entropy of the data on the left branch.
H(T |W = weak) is the entropy of the data on the right branch.

H(T |W ) is the weighted average of the two.

Choose the feature with maximum value of H(T )� H(T |W ).

See worked example in the supporting material.
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Figure 6.5: An overfitted decision tree.

6.4 Measuring Information Gain

Now, remember to build this tree, we need to recursively split the data, and
measure the cost. In this section we’ll meet a new cost measure, called ‘infor-
mation gain’, which is sometimes preferable. If we had a dataset of examples:

x
1

x
2

y
1 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 1
1 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

If we split the data based on x
1

, we get a classification error rate of 0.25. If
we split the data based on x

2

, we get the same error rate, 0.25, so according to
this splitting criterion, there is no reason to prefer one over the other. However,SPLIT CRITERION

the second feature, x
2

, produces a ‘pure’ node, i.e. it has a classification error
on its dataset of 0, and has completely solved the sub-problem it was assigned
by the recursive call, so is arguably preferable in practical situations. There is
an alternative split criterion we can use, called the information gain, also knownINFORMATION

GAIN as the mutual information. The information gain for x
1

is I(X
1

; Y ) = 0.1887,
MUTUAL

INFORMATION
whereas I(X

2

; Y ) = 0.3113, telling us that we should prefer x
2

, which is the
split that generated the pure node.

Errors	=	0.25	…	for	both!	

Mutual	informaJon	
	
I(X1,Y)		=	0.1887	
	
I(X2;Y)	=	0.3113	

Why	don’t	we	just	measure	the	number	of	errors?!	
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SELF-TEST
Calculate the entropy of a two-valued feature, i.e.
x 2 {0, 1}, with p(x = 1) = 0.6.

Measuring the Information Gain of a Feature

Now we know how to measure the amount of randomness (or conversely the
amount of information) in a probability distribution, we can use this to measure
the gain from a particular feature. What are we measuring the randomness of?
The variable telling us whether we should be playing tennis or not (YES/NO).
We will call this variable T (for tennis), which can take on two values T = yes
and T = no. Remembering the figures from earlier, using the wind feature:

Before the split : 9 ‘yes’, 5 ‘no’, giving us probabilities: p(yes) = 9

14

, and
p(no) = 5

14

. And so the entropy is,

H(T ) = �
⇣ 9

14
log

9

14
+

5

14
log

5

14

⌘

⇡ 0.94029 (6.3)

After the split on the left branch (when the wind is strong), there were 3
examples with yes, and 3 examples of no. The entropy is,

H(T |W = strong) = �
⇣3

6
log

3

6
+

3

6
log

3

6

⌘

= 1 (6.4)

After the split on the right branch (when the wind is weak), there were 6
examples with yes, and 2 examples of no. Now it’s your turn to work this one
out in the space below.

SELF-TEST

Calculate H(T |W = weak).
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Just as a decision stump is a rule, a decision tree is a nested set of rules. The
one above can be written as:

if x > 25 then
if x > 50 then ŷ = 1; else ŷ = 0; endif

else
if x > 16 then ŷ = 1; else ŷ = 0; endif

endif

As you might expect at this point, a learning algorithm to construct this tree
automatically from the data will be a recursive algorithm. If you are out of
practice with the concept of recursion, I suggest you revisit your old computer
science books, as it will not be covered on this module.

The algorithm, below, is called with buildTree(subsample, maxdepth),
where subsample is the dataset (feature and labels), and maxdepth is the max-
imum allowable depth that you want the tree to grow to. The base case termi-TREE DEPTH

nates the algorithm when this depth is reached. The algorithm therefore returns
a tree with maximum depth less than or equal to this.

Decision Tree Learning Algorithm (sometimes called “ID3”)

1: function buildTree( subsample, depth )
2:

3: //BASE CASE:
4: if (depth == 0) OR (all examples have same label) then
5: return most common label in the subsample
6: end if
7:

8: //RECURSIVE CASE:
9: for each feature do

10: Try splitting the data (i.e. build a decision stump)
11: Calculate the cost for this stump
12: end for
13: Pick feature with minimum cost
14:

15: Find left/right subsamples
16: Add left branch  buildTree( leftSubSample, depth� 1 )
17: Add right branch  buildTree( rightSubSample, depth� 1 )
18:

19: return tree
20:

21: end function

maximum	informaHon	gain	
	

gain	
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Decision	Trees,	done.	
	

	

	Now,	grab	some	lunch.	

	Then,	get	to	the	labs.	

		

	Start	to	think	about	your	projects…	



Reminder	:	this	is	the	halfway	point!	

Chapter 1

Welcome

Welcome to COMP61011 Machine Learning.

This handbook gives an overview of the logistics of the module: schedule, deadlines, lab work, marking
schemes, etc. The contact hours are 9-5, on Wednesdays, up until reading week.

1.1 Schedule

The rough schedule each week is to do discussion sessions and lectures in the mornings, and lab sessions
in the afternoons.

0900-1000 Discussion sessions on the assigned reading

1030-1200 Lecture on new material

1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1700 Lab sessions

Attendance at the morning sessions, 9-12, is compulsory. Please pay me (and your fellow students)
the respect of being on time. The lab sessions are strongly advised, as this is when you will meet your
assigned Lab Helper and make progress on your lab assignments. Note that we may not always follow
this structure - I will customise the module to how the class feels about each topic. So, please don’t just
try skipping the discussion sessions, as that week I may well have flipped it around and done the new
lecture material at 9am.

The topics are covered in the order of the “COMP61011 Guide to Machine Learning” which you should
all have a copy of. The schedule for the 6 weeks of the module is:

Week Lectures Homework Lab
1 Chapters 1+2 Chapter 3 Week 1 lab targets
2 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Week 2 lab targets
3 Chapter 6 Chapter 7 Week 3 lab targets
4 Chapter 8 Project Project (deadline)
5 Chapters 9+10 Project Project
6 - Project Project (deadlne)

Please note that you have assigned reading tasks, under ‘homework’ above. You are expected to do
this, and all material delivered each week will assume you have done so. Please do not fall behind.

The nature of the lab sessions and projects will be explained in the following sections.

3

! 
 

! 

Project	suggesJons	in	handbook.	
	

Feedback	opportunity	next	week.	
	

Final	project	deadline…	4pm	Friday	of	week	six	
(that’s	the	end	of	reading	week	–	submit	to	SSO)	

	



Team	Projects	

-  deep	study	of	any	topic	in	ML	that	you	want!	
-  6	page	report	(maximum),	wrioen	as	a	research	paper.	
-  Minimum	font	size	11,	margins	2cm.		NO	EXCEPTIONS.	

-  Does	not	have	to	be	“academic”.	
-  You	could	build	something	–	but	you	must	thoroughly	

analyze	and	evaluate	it	according	to	the	same	principles.	

50	marks,	based	on	your	6	page	report.	
Grades	divided	equally	unless	a	case	is	made.	
	
Graded	according	to:	

•  Technical	understanding/achievements	
•  Experimental	Methodologies	
•  Depth	of	criJcal	analysis	
•  WriJng	Style	and	exposiJon	


